New Physics contributions to ∆F = 2 transitions in the simplest extensions of the Standard Model (SM), the models with constrained Minimal Flavour Violation (CMFV), are parametrized by a single variable S(v), the value of the real box diagram function that in CMFV is bounded from below by its SM value S 0 (x t ). γ. The |V cb | 4 dependence of ε K allows to determine |V cb | for a given S(v) and γ with a higher precision than it is presently possible using tree-level decays. The same applies to |V ub |, |V td | and |V ts | that are automatically determined as functions of S(v) and γ. We derive correlations between F Bs B Bs and lower than their present lattice values, while |V cb | has to be significantly higher than its tree-level determination. The region in the space of these three parameters allowed by CMFV indicates visible problems in this class of models and hints for the presence of new sources of flavour violation and/or new local operators in ∆F = 2 data that are strongly suppressed in these models. As a byproduct we propose to reduce the present uncertainty in the charm contribution to ε K by using the experimental value of ∆M K .
Introduction
The simplest class of extensions of the Standard Model (SM) are models with constrained MFV (CMFV) [1] [2] [3] that similarly to the SM imply stringent correlations between observables in K, B d and B s systems, while allowing still for significant departures from SM expectations. In the case of ∆F = 2 transitions in the down-quark sector, that is K 0 −K 0 and B 0 s,d −B 0 s,d mixings, new physics (NP) in these models enters only through a single universal real one-loop function, the box diagram function S(v), with v standing for the parameters of a given CMFV model. Moreover it can be shown that in this class of models S(v) is bounded from below by its SM value [4] :
with S 0 (x t ) given in (9) .
It is known that the SM experiences some tension in the correlation S ψK S − ε K [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . This tension can be naturally removed in models with CMFV by enhancing the value of S(v). However, as pointed out in [10, 11] this spoils the agreement of the SM with the data on ∆M s,d signaling the tension between ∆M s,d and ε K in CMFV models.
Now the experimental data on ε K , ∆M d , ∆M s are already very precise. Moreover the CP-asymmetry S ψK S is also measured within the accuracy of a few percent. In all CMFV models we have S ψK S = sin 2β (CMFV), (2) and consequently this implies a universal precise value of the angle β in the unitarity triangle in this class of models [1] .
With |V us | determined already very precisely the size of the tensions mentioned above depends primary on the values of
with |V ub | being then a derived quantity from the unitarity of the CKM matrix. The present status of these quantities can be found in Table 1 . In the case of B s,d mesons we refer also to [12, 13] .
Now the lattice QCD calculations made an impressive progress in the determination of B K which enters the evaluation of ε K [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The most recent world averageB K = 0.767 ± 0.010 [20] is very close to its large N valueB K = 0.75 [21, 22] . Moreover the analyses in [23] and in particular in [24] show thatB K cannot be larger than its large N value. Therefore we expect that the final lattice value ofB K will be slightly lower than the present one. However, as the lattice precision is already very high, we expect that the final result will be very close to 0.75 and it is a very good approximation to set simplyB
Indeed compared to the present uncertainty from |V cb | in ε K proceeding in this manner is fully justified.
We are then left with five variables in (3) and we can ask the question which values of them would allow to fit all ∆F = 2 data within the SM and CMFV models. While such an exercise is against the spirit that γ and |V cb | should be determined from tree-level decays, while F Bs B Bs and F B d B B d from lattice calculations independently of NP contributions, in a concrete framework like the SM and CMFV such an exercise makes sense. In fact the determinations of some of the non-perturbative parameters from FCNC data was already performed within the SM with different goals in the analyses of the UTfit collaboration [25] . See also [9] .
The spirit of the present paper differs also from our recent studies of NP models, in particular in [11, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , where the emphasize has been put on correlations between observables, still to be measured, rather than the correlations between parameters of a given NP model. However, due to the shutdown of the LHC for two years not much progress in testing these correlations is expected soon. On the other hand the coming years can be considered as lattice precision era, which will allow to study NP with high precision through ∆F = 2 observables for which the data are already very precise. In the field of FCNC processes this is a unique situation until now.
In order to reach our goal we need still one input. Ideally it should be the angle γ in the unitarity triangle determined in tree-level decays and therefore independently of S(v).
For this reason we present our results as functions of γ. However, as γ is presently not well known from tree-level decays, we will use the range for the ratio
from lattice calculations to find out which range for γ is consistent with experimental value of the ratio ∆M s /∆M d in the full class of CMFV models independently of S(v).
In principle, also |V cb | could be used as input, but the very strong dependence of ε K on |V cb | as |V cb | 4 invites us in the presence of an accurate value ofB K to determine |V cb | from ε K 1 . As already stated above we determine here |V cb | to fit FCNC data and this makes sense in this concrete class of models. Comparison with tree-level results for |V cb | will offer still another test of CMFV.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the formulae used in our analysis. In Section 3 we calculate
1 The idea of determining |V cb | from ε K is not new. It was suggested in [32] with the goal to predict an accurate value of B(K + → π + νν) within the SM that similarly to ε K suffers from |V cb | 4 dependence. But at that time the precision onB K was insufficient so that this strategy could not be used efficiently.
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in CMFV models as functions of S(v) and γ. Among these models a prominent role is played by the SM. These results will be compared in the future with more precise values of these quantities but already now one can see that CMFV models will have hard time to give a satisfactory description of them unless very significant differences from the present values of |V cb |, F Bs B Bs and F B d B B d will be found. In Section 4 we analyze the uncertainty in the determination of |V cb | induced by the large uncertainty in the QCD factor η cc in the charm contribution to ε K . We demonstrate how this uncertainty can be reduced by a factor of three by using the experimental value of ∆M K and the large N estimate of long distance contributions to the latter. In Section 5 we address simplest models outside the CMFV framework, in particular the MFV models at large, where new operators and flavour blind phases could be present. We also comment on models with U(2) 3 flavour symmetry. In Section 6 we summarize briefly our results.
Compendium of Basic Formulae

∆F = 2 Observables
Here we collect the formulae we used in our calculations. For the mass differences in the B 
The value 2.31 in the normalization of S(v) is its present SM value for m t (m t ) = 163 GeV:
Concerning |V td | and |V ts |, we have first
with R t being one of the length of the unitarity triangle which generally in CMFV can be determined independently of S(v) [3] :
Here ξ is defined in (5) and β is determined also universally through (2) . We also have
with |V cb | determined from ε K as discussed below.
Now the departure of η R from unity is very small and can be calculated by using present lattice input for ξ and the central value of β. This gives
For the numerics in Section 3 we however use the relation (11) without the lattice input, except for Eq. (29) below where we use (13) .
The next steps depend on whether ξ or γ is used as an input. If ξ is used, (13) allows to determine R t and using the relations
allows to determine |V ub | and γ.
On the other hand if γ from tree level decays is used as an input, one could determine R t and R b without using the lattice value of ξ [33] :
In turn ξ could be determined by using (11) and the comparison with its lattice value would be another test of CMFV.
Finally, the CP-violating parameter ε K is given by
where ϕ ε = (43.51 ± 0.05)
• and κ ε = 0.94 ± 0.02 [6, 34] takes into account that ϕ ε = π 4
and includes long distance effects in ℑ(Γ 12 ) and
where the QCD factors η ij are given in Table 1 and S 0 (x c , x t ) can be found in [35] .
In writing (17) we make a very plausible assumption that in models with CMFV, NP enters only through S(v). In any case the contributions involving charm quark are subleading.
We can then expose the main parametric dependence of ε K within the CMFV models as follows [6] :
whereη and̺ are the known variables related to the unitarity triangle and
As in ε K the function S(v) is proportional to |V cb | 4 and not |V cb | 2 as in ∆M s,d it is ε K which plays the crucial role in fixing the favoured value of |V cb |. The prime roles of ∆M s,d is to determine R t through (11) and then F Bs B Bs and F B d B B d through (7) and (8), respectively.
Finally, eliminating S(v) from all these expressions in terms of other variables we find the basic formula expressing the correlation between various quantities discussed in our paper
where
with
and R t given in (11).
In the derivation of (20) the following relations are useful
B
It will also be interesting to consider the tree-level decay B + → τ + ν τ . In the SM B + → τ + ν τ is mediated by the W ± exchange with the resulting branching ratio given by
(24) Evidently this result is subject to significant parametric uncertainties induced in (24) by F B + and |V ub |. However, recently the error on F B + from lattice QCD decreased significantly [36] so that the dominant uncertainty comes from |V ub |.
To our knowledge B
+ → τ + ν τ decay has never been considered in CMFV. Here we would like to point out that in this class of models the branching ratio for this decay is enhanced (suppressed) for the same (opposite) sign of the lepton coupling of the new charged gauge boson relative to the SM one. Indeed, the only possibility to modify the SM result up to loop corrections in CMFV is through a tree-level exchange of a new charged gauge boson, whose flavour interactions with quarks are governed by the CKM matrix. In particular the operator structure is the same.
Denoting this gauge boson by W
′ and the corresponding gauge coupling byg 2 one has
where we introduced a factor r allowing a modification in the lepton couplings relatively to the SM ones, in particular of its sign. Which sign is required will be known once the data and SM prediction improve.
If W ′ with these properties is absent, the branching ratio in this framework is not modified with respect to the SM up to loop corrections that could involve new particles but are expected to be small. A tree-level H ± exchange generates new operators and is outside this framework. In order to simplify the analysis, in what follows we will neglect direct NP contributions to this decay and we will use the SM formula (24) . In this manner NP will enter this decay indirectly through the value of |V ub | determined in our ∆F = 2 analysis.
Numerical Analysis
Our analysis uses the inputs of Table 1 where we also collect the present values of the quantities in (3) that we will determine. In this context let us emphasize that while the results for weak decay constants from lattice are very new, the values of F Bs B Bs , should be updated. Still it is tempting to combine the new results for weak decay constants with the values of theB i parameters in Table 1 to find
We observe that ξ is basically unchanged but the values of F Bs B Bs and
are decreased. Consequently as investigated in [10] also ∆M s and ∆M d decrease so that the ε K -∆M s,d tension in CMFV identified in [10, 11] would be softened. But this requires the confirmation of the values in (26) by future lattice calculations.
Before entering our analysis we want to find the range for γ by using the range for ξ in Table 1 together with formulae (11) and (14) . We find independently of S(v) which having much smaller error agrees very well with γ from tree-level decays obtained by LHCb
Similar comment applies to the extraction of γ from U-spin analysis of
In our paper guided by the range in (27) we will proceed in the following steps 3 :
Step 1: For a given γ and β from S ψK S we will calculate R b and R t by means of (15) and subsequently ξ by using (11).
Step 2: Having ξ allows with the help of ǫ K to determine |V cb | as a function of S(v). Table 2 .
Explicitly for central values of parameters we find (using (13))
The second solution of the quadratic equation for |V cb | 2 is excluded as it leads to a negative |V cb | 2 . The numerical values of h(η cc , η ct ) and v(η cc , η ct ) correspond to the central values of η cc and η ct in Table 1 . We will discuss the uncertainty due to these parameters in the next section.
With all this information at hand we can determine |V ub |, |V ts | and |V td | as functions of S(v).
Step 3: Finally having |V cb | we can determine (8) and knowing already ξ from Step 1 also B Bs F Bs .
As the route to determine all these quantities could appear not transparent we show it in a chart in Fig. 1 .
In Fig. 2 we show the dependence of ξ on γ varying S ψK S in its one σ range. We note that the uncertainty due to S ψK S is very small. This triple correlation is universal for all CMFV models including the SM and is central for tests of CMFV framework. Measuring γ from tree-level decays precisely together with precise values of S ψK S and ξ will be an important test for this class of models as this correlation is independent of S(v). The range for γ in (27) has been extracted from this plot by varying ξ and S ψK S independently in their present one σ ranges. It should be emphasized that this first test is independent of |V ub | and |V cb | and can become a precision test of CMFV models. But in order to find out which CMFV model, if any, is chosen by nature we have to consider the quantities which depend on S(v). This brings us to Steps 2 and 3.
The S(v) and γ dependence of all quantities of interest is shown in Table 2 . We show there also the SM case corresponding to S(v) = S 0 (x t ) = 2.31. These results are also shown in Fig. 3 , where we plot various quantities as functions of S(v) for different values of γ. The thickness of the lines shows the uncertainty in S ψK S . Evidently these plots are correlated with each other:
• Once one of the variables is determined, also S(v) is determined and consequently the remaining quantities are predicted.
• In a given model in which S(v) is known, all quantities considered are predicted.
Equivalently to Fig. 3 one can find using (20) explicit universal correlations between various quantities in Table 2 . We show few examples below. In all plots we also show the present best values of all quantities obtained directly from lattice or tree-level decays.
In order to understand the results in Table 2 • where the SM prediction and the central experimental value for S ψK S coincide, the SM prediction for |ε K | SM = 0.00186 is below the data. Turning now to CMFV, the value of S(v) at which the central experimental value of |ε K | is reproduced turns out to be S(v) = 2.9 [11] They both differ from experimental values by 3σ. Using another value of |V ub | which worsen the agreement of the SM with the experimental value for S ψK S leads to a different value of S(v) to reproduce |ε K | exp = 0.002228 and thus also (30) changes.
These problems of CMFV can also be seen when the present central values of |V cb | and of non-perturbative parameters are inserted together with the data on ∆M s,d , ε K , |V cb | and |V us | into (20) . We find then
and thus
Evidently, the fact that S ψK S is much larger than the data requires the presence of new CP-violating phases. This exercise is equivalent to the one performed in [5] , where ε K has been set to its experimental value but sin 2β was predicted. On the other hand setting S ψK S to its experimental value as done in [6] one finds that |ε K | is significantly below the data.
Thus the only hope for CMFV is that the input on |V cb |, F Bs B Bs and
changes with time. In particular as seen in Table 2 :
• • At this value of S(v) in order to obtain agreement of ε K with the data |V cb | should be larger by roughly 2σ from its present central tree-level value.
• Increasing S(v) allows to lower the required value of |V cb | but simultaneously decreases further F Bs B Bs and F B d B B d making their values significantly lower than their present values without changing their ratio (see Fig. 4 ). This finding shows that the freedom in choosing S(v) does not necessarily help in solving CMFV problems.
• Table 1 ).
from Fig. 4 .
• For the full range of S(v) and γ considered in Table 2 the values of |V ub | and |V td | remain in the following ranges:
where in the case of |V ub | we included also the error from β, which is irrelevant in the case of |V td |. Otherwise the error in |V ub | would amount to ±0.12. The value of |V ts | follows the one of |V cb | but is by 1.9% smaller than the latter. Also for B(B + → τ + ν) a narrow range is predicted:
where the present uncertainty in F B + has been taken into account.
In Fig. 4 on the left hand side we show the correlation between F B d B B d and |V cb | for different value of γ. Analogous correlation between F Bs B Bs and |V cb | is shown on the right hand side. Possibly these two plots showing the allowed ranges for the three parameters in question in the CMFV framework are the most important result of our paper. Similarly we show in Fig. 5 the same correlation but with |V ub |.
The Uncertainty due to η cc and η ct
It is known that significant uncertainty in the SM prediction for ε K comes from the value of the QCD correction η cc and to a lesser extent from η ct that even at the NNLO Table 1 ). level are known only with the accuracy of ±41% and ±9%, respectively [47, 48] . In our analysis this uncertainty enters the coefficient h(η cc , η ct ) of S(v) and v(η cc , η ct ) in (29) .
In what follows we would like to investigate the impact of these uncertainties on the determination of |V cb | from ε K and propose a method how the uncertainty in η cc could be reduced with the help of the experimental value of ∆M K accompanied in particular by future lattice calculations of long distance effects in ∆M K .
In Table 3 we show the values of h(η cc , η ct ) corresponding to the range of these QCD corrections calculated in [47, 48] . If we fix γ = 67
• and S(v) = S 0 (x t ) = 2. . Translated in the uncertainty in the determination of |V cb | we find an uncertainty of ±2.0% and ±0.9% due to η cc and η ct , respectively. The uncertainty due to η tt is fully negligible. It is expected that an improved matching of short distance calculations of η cc and η ct to the lattice calculations ofB K can significantly reduce the present total theoretical error on ε K and thus allow a more accurate extraction of |V cb |. As the large uncertainty in η cc is disturbing we propose to extract this parameter from the experimental value of ∆M K . Assuming that in CMFV models ∆M K is fully dominated by the SM contributions we decompose it as follows:
with the first three short distance contributions obtained from
with M K 12 given in (17) and i = c, t. For the dominant contribution we have
We find then setting m c (m c ) at its central value
where (k = tt, ct, LD)
For r tt and r ct we find within the SM r tt = 0.0021, r ct = 0.0030 (40) confirming the result in [47] that both corrections are below 1% and totally negligible within the SM compared with other uncertainties. As our analysis shows in CMFV models r tt could be increased by 30% due to the increase of S(v) but this would still keep these corrections below 1%. Thus our proposal depends crucially on the estimate of r LD . Yet, as we argue below the error from this contribution is significantly smaller than the error from the direct NNLO calculation in [47] .
Basically the only results on r LD in QCD that are available are from large N QCD calculations in which at low energies one uses a dual representation of QCD as a theory of weakly interacting mesons [51] [52] [53] . In the case of K 0 −K 0 mixing and non-leptonic K-meson decays this approach, developed in [22, 23, [54] [55] [56] , provided already a quarter of century ago results which are now basically confirmed by the more sophisticated lattice calculations. This is the case of theB K parameter calculated first in [22, 23] and also the case of ∆I = 1/2 rule [56] , where the dynamics behind this rule related predominantly to current-current operators has been identified and the enhancements of ∆I = 1/2 transitions and suppression of ∆I = 3/2 transitions have been computed reaching rough agreement with the data. Precisely this understanding is presently emerging from lattice calculations [57, 58] .
Motivated by the success of this approach, its results for r LD could also be approximately correct.. The leading in N contribution comes from one-loop contributions induced by two ∆S = 1 transitions with virtual ππ, πK and KK in the loop. One finds then r LD to be positive and in the ballpark of 0.3 [59, 60] . The study of subleading corrections indicates that similarly to the case ofB K these corrections are not large and tend to cancel partly each other [22, 34, 61, 62] with some tendency to have opposite sign to the leading term [62] . While precise calculation of r LD in view of these cancellations is very difficult by analytic methods, based on these studies we expect that r LD is likely to be positive and in the ballpark of 0.1 − 0.3. Taking this estimate at face value and using (38) we end up with
This is consistent with η cc = 1.87 used by us in the previous section. Moreover, the error is by a factor of 3-4 smaller than the error obtained by the direct NNLO calculation of η cc in [47] . Interestingly the authors of the latter paper would find this result if they varied the scale µ c in the range 1.3 ≤ µ c ≤ 1.8 GeV and not in the range 1.0 − 2.0 GeV.
Needless to say, we are aware of the fact that these expectations and the estimate in (41) require more detailed investigations and in particular future confirmation from lattice simulations. Presently no reliable result on r LD from lattice is available but an important progress towards its evaluation has been made in [63] . This first result seems to indicate that r LD could be larger than expected by us. We are therefore looking forward to more precise evaluation of this important quantity from the lattice in order to see whether also in this case large N approach passed another test or not. To test the SM we include the black region for fixed S(v) = S 0 (x t ) = 2.31 and η cc,ct as in the purple region. The gray line within the black SM region corresponds to η cc = 1.87 and η ct = 0.496. The gray box is the same as in Fig. 4 .
In Fig. 7 we show the anatomy of various uncertainties with different ranges described in the figure caption. We observe that the reduced error on η cc corresponding to the cyan region decreased the allowed region which with future lattice calculations could be decreased further. Comparing the blue and cyan regions we note that the reduction in the error on η ct would be welcomed as well. It should also be stressed that in a given CMFV model with fixed S(v) the uncertainties are reduced further. This is illustrated with the black range for the case of the SM. Finally an impact on Fig. 7 will have a precise measurement of γ or equivalently precise lattice determination of ξ. We illustrate this impact in Fig. 8 by setting in the plots of Fig. 7 γ = (67 ± 1) • .
Going Beyond CMFV
It is evident from our analysis and in particular from percent but their uncertainties will be significantly reduced, one will have to look beyond the CMFV framework to understand the ∆F = 2 data. Models like Littlest Higgs model with T-parity, various Randall-Sundrum scenarios and general supersymmetric models having many free parameters will be able to remove all these tensions although improved precision on the quantities in question would imply new constraints on the parameters of these models. Here we mention simpler models were the discussion can be made more transparent than in those more complicated models.
First in the case of MFV at large [64] [65] [66] in which new operators can contribute the situation looks a bit better. Here the presence of left-right scalar operators in a 2HDM or the MSSM naturally interferes destructively with the SM contribution suppressing in particular ∆M s [67] , but only slightly ∆M d and having no impact on ε K . Even if in these models charged Higgs and SUSY particles can enhance S(v) one can expect that still values of |V cb | will be required to be above the ones quoted in Table 1 The latter solution appears to be the best for the 2HDM with flavour blind phases, the so-called 2HDM MFV [68, 69] as well. But here the presence of new CP-violating phases changes the situation radically as now |V ub | can be chosen larger in order to fit ε K . The enhanced value of sin 2β can be suppressed through these new phases. This implies on the other hand enhancement of the asymmetry S ψφ to values 0.15 − 0.20 [11] which is 2σ above the central experimental value from LHCb and could be ruled out when the data improve.
Possibly the simplest solution to the problems of various models with MFV is to reduce the flavour symmetry U(3) 3 to U(2) 3 [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] . As pointed out in [26] in this case NP effects in ε K and B Table 1 .
In particular,
• NP effects in ε K are of CMFV type and ε K can only be enhanced but the size of necessary enhancement depends on the value of |V ub | which similar to 2HDM MFV does not have to be low.
• In B 3 symmetry implies ϕ B d = ϕ Bs and consequently a triple S ψK S − S ψφ − |V ub | correlation which constitutes and important test of this NP scenario [26] .
• The important advantage of U (2) 3 models over 2HDM MFV is that in the case of S ψφ being very small or even having opposite sign to SM prediction, this framework can survive with concrete prediction for |V ub |.
Conclusions
In this paper we have determined
necessary to fit very precise data on ε K , ∆M d , ∆M s and S ψK S in CMFV models as functions of the phase γ and the sole NP free parameter in the ∆F = 2 transitions, the value of the box diagram function S(v). An important ingredient of this analysis was a very small error onB K from lattice and the fact thatB K comes within 1 − 2% from its large N value 0.75. The results are shown in Table 2 and Figs. 3-5. The chart showing the execution of our strategy can be found in Fig. 1 .
Our main messages from this analysis are as follows:
• The tension between ε K and ∆M s,d in CMFV models accompanied with |ε K | being smaller than the data within the SM, cannot be removed by varying S(v) when the present input parameters in Table 1 are used.
• Rather the value of |V cb | has to be increased and the values of F Bs B Bs and • The knowledge of long distance contributions to ∆M K accompanied by the very precise experimental value of the latter allows a significant reduction of the present uncertainty in the value of the QCD factor η cc under the plausible assumption that ∆M K in CMFV models is fully dominated by the SM contribution. This implies the reduction of the theoretical error in ε K and in turn the reduction of the error in the extraction of the favoured value of |V cb | in the CMFV framework. Present estimates of these long distance contributions using large N QCD allow for an optimism but more sophisticated lattice calculations are required to fully execute this idea.
We have also discussed simplest extensions of the SM which could in principle offer a better description of the data in case CMFV would fail to do so. Models with U(2) 3 flavour symmetry appear to us as most efficient in this respect while being still very simple. In order to see whether the CMFV framework will survive final tests from ∆F = 2 transitions further progress from lattice calculations and experimental measurements is required. Our wish list includes:
• In particular improved lattice calculations of F Bs B Bs , F B d B B d and ξ but also ofB K ,B Bs andB Bs .
• Calculation of long distance contribution to ∆M K in order to reduce the error on η cc as proposed by us.
• Improved experimental data on |V cb |, |V ub |, γ, S ψK S and S ψφ . In particular a measurement of S ψφ significantly different from 0.04 would signal the presence of new phases beyond the CMFV framework.
The correlations identified in this paper will allow to monitor the future developments, likely to indicate that new sources of flavour and CP-violation beyond the CMFV framework are present in nature. In this context our main message is the following one. While until now the search for NP through rare decays did not bring any convincing signs of its presence, it could turn out soon that ∆F = 2 transitions combined with the progress made by lattice community will herald the appearance of particular type of NP. This would not only be exciting news but would also give some directions for searching for this NP in rare decays and even high-energy processes. 
